
NFA Visual Artist Quiz 
True / False  I’m serious about color.        

True / False  I see so much beauty hidden in the corners of the world.    

True / False  Inspiration is everywhere.        

True / False  Art supplies litter my home, studio and/ or car.     

True / False  I believe art is worth doing, even if it hurts.      

True / False  I sketch out my ideas and notes on the regular.     

True / False  I’ve been known to do cocktails with gallery owners.    

True / False  My clothes are frequently stained with color, pigment, ink and/ or paint.  

True / False  Brainstorming with my artist pals is one of my favorite things.   

True / False  I teach, learn and/ or make art because it burns inside of me.   

True / False  I experiment with ideas, tools, materials and mediums.    

True / False  I kind of wish there were more colors in the visible spectrum.   

True / False  My walls are covered with art.       

True / False  I go to far away cities for the museums and galleries.    

True / False  I dream of shapes, colors and textures.      

True / False  I have been known to stay up all night art-ing.     

True / False  I’m always on the lookout for a cool, new substrate.     

True / False  An amazing piece of art can shake me to the core.     

True / False  I understand that beauty is a perspective.      

True / False  Expression is mandatory.        



One point for TRUE.  
Zero points for FALSE. 
              

17- 20  You are an ArtGoddess. (Or ArtGod) 
13-16  You got serious vision. 
9-12  Keep doing your thing. It’s coming together. 
4-8  Time for some new art supplies. 
0-3  Step it up.  
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